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The #1 solution for organizing, editing, publishing, and sharing photos and videos. • ONE-CLICK PHOTO EDITING: Create stunning photos with features like Auto Enhance, Brightness, Contrast, Vignette, Focus, and Extra Effects. • ONE-CLICK VIDEO EDITING: Edit videos with powerful tools like Fast
Video Cutter, Video Reverse, Video Trim, and Black & White. • ONE-CLICK VIDEO SHARING: Post your photos and videos to social networks like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. • ONE-CLICK VIDEO CUTTING: Merge photos and videos into one video and split videos into any number of clips with

our powerful clip tools. • VIDEO MOUNTING & ALBUM MAKING: Enhance your videos with background music, add text captions, and create photo-book style photo-collage albums. • VIDEO ALBUM MAKING: Create custom photo and video albums. Create professional looking photo and video albums
in a matter of seconds. • AUTO BACKGROUND MUSIC: Select your favorite song from a list of music files and it will play back in the background while you work on your photos and videos. • PHOTOS & VIDEOS & THEFT PROTECTION: Select from one of the world’s most advanced protection

solutions. Protect your contacts and your content. • OPTIONAL LOCAL CAMERA: If you have a smartphone that supports Android Beam and wireless sync, you can easily wirelessly sync photos and videos from your phone to your computer. • OPTIONAL EASY TO USE CAMERA INTERFACE: Take
photos, videos, snapshots with your phone camera and automatically or manually upload them to your Photo Streams. • OPTIONAL DEEP LINK CAMERA: Make your photos and videos available offline and wireless, even if your internet goes down. • SUPPORTED CAMERAS: Supports all current

iPhone models and Android devices. **This is a utility that uses the Google Cloud Service - Not a personal cloud solution such as Dropbox. To use this Utility, you will need to know that you will be charged for the storage and bandwidth that you use on your Google Account when you use the app
to perform the tasks above. From the Official VideoFlick Website | Universal, iPad, iPhone, Mac Flick Photo Widget is a customisable widget which displays the latest Flick News, Photos and Videos. The widget is a free download with detailed instructions for integration available on the Fl
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Webotopia provides a variety of business models and services both on and offline. We have a professional and flexible team of professionals that can provide you with pretty much everything you need. We address all aspects of business - from providing technical support, customer support,
hosting, emailing, billing and payments, marketing, sales and delivery services, content editing, proofreading, videography, and any other similar services. Video Flick Video Flick is a piece of software designed to provide easy-to-use photo and video tweaking capabilities, while also enabling fast
publishing or sharing of the resulting content, along with the option to burn them on a CD or DVD. An intuitive interface and importing capabilities The interface is simple and intuitive, displaying all of the available tweaking options at hand, regardless of whether that involves photos or videos.
The application supports importing files from multiple locations, thus making it easier to merge images or clips that you store on different drives. The various tweaking options for your content can be accessed via the set of buttons conveniently placed in a single row at the bottom of the app's

window. The sharing and publishing buttons are there as well. Commonly used photo editing capabilities When it comes to editing photos, the tool allows users to resize or crop them, to change brightness levels and contrast, to enhance colors, or to remove red eyes where needed. Rotating and
flipping options are also available. Images can also be merged to videos, and titles and credits can be added. Moreover, users can also create greeting cards from their photos, and can either send them online to various social network destinations, or by email. In addition to being able to share

the newly created media files with their friends, users will also have the option to burn them on a CD or DVD, or to create albums. Easy video merging and cutting This tool can also be used for cutting videos into smaller clips, or for merging multiple such files into longer ones. It also allows for the
creation of snapshots and greeting cards from existing movies. What's also worth mentioning is that the software supports a wide range of video formats, including AVI,.WMV,.MPG,.MP4,.MOV,.VOB, FLV, etc., and enables users to convert them into formats such as ASF, AVI, AAC, or MP2. Final

thoughts Video Flick can easily prove a handy tool for those who want to modify their photos and videos, create albums 3a67dffeec
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Video Flick is a piece of software designed to provide easy-to-use photo and video tweaking capabilities, while also enabling fast publishing or sharing of the resulting content, along with the option to burn them on a CD or DVD. An intuitive interface and importing capabilities The interface is
simple and intuitive, displaying all of the available tweaking options at hand, regardless of whether that involves photos or videos. The application supports importing files from multiple locations, thus making it easier to merge images or clips that you store on different drives. The various
tweaking options for your content can be accessed via the set of buttons conveniently placed in a single row at the bottom of the app's window. The sharing and publishing buttons are there as well. Commonly used photo editing capabilities When it comes to editing photos, the tool allows users
to resize or crop them, to change brightness levels and contrast, to enhance colors, or to remove red eyes where needed. Rotating and flipping options are also available. Images can also be merged to videos, and titles and credits can be added. Moreover, users can also create greeting cards
from their photos, and can either send them online to various social network destinations, or by email. In addition to being able to share the newly created media files with their friends, users will also have the option to burn them on a CD or DVD, or to create albums. Easy video merging and
cutting This tool can also be used for cutting videos into smaller clips, or for merging multiple such files into longer ones. It also allows for the creation of snapshots and greeting cards from existing movies. What's also worth mentioning is that the software supports a wide range of video formats,
including AVI,.WMV,.MPG,.MP4,.MOV,.VOB, FLV, etc., and enables users to convert them into formats such as ASF, AVI, AAC, or MP2. Final thoughts Video Flick can easily prove a handy tool for those who want to modify their photos and videos, create albums, or simply combine them together for
sharing with their friends and family. However, during our testing, the merge function did not always work, and the app crashed. It does not require previous experience with such operations, works fast, and is not resource consuming either. Key Features: Allows you to search and preview your
photos Takes just a few clicks to combine or edit them Does not require an installation

What's New In?

* Flick the photo from top or bottom to merge it automatically. * Flick the photo from right or left to transform it into left or right. * Flick the photo from bottom or top to flip it. * It is very easy to use, just drag and drop your photo or picture in the app window, and the rest of the process is
automatically done. This tool helps you easily remove red eyes from your photos and remove blemishes from your skin. Description: * Remove Red Eyes: if you think your photos have red eyes and you don't know how to remove them, this free tool is for you. By using this tool, red eyes will
disappear. * Remove Blemishes: if you want to remove blisters or pimples from your skin, this tool will help you to do that. You just have to select the part of the face that you want to remove blisters. * Resize: you can resize your photos to up to 100% size increase with or without shrinking the
image. You can even round off corners or change image orientation. * Crop: you can crop your photos so that they fit within their original sizes. Or select your photo and then crop it. * Rotate: you can rotate your photos to every 90, 180 or 270 degrees. The degrees can be adjusted to your desire.
* Flip: you can flip your photos 90, 180 or 270 degrees. * Brightness: the images can be adjusted according to your desire by changing the brightness of the image. You can change brightness, contrast and hue (color). * Sharpen: if you want to improve sharpness of an image, this is the best tool.
You have to drag the sharpness slider to adjust the sharpness of your image. * Hue (Color): With this tool you can adjust the hue to your desire. You can choose hue, saturation and brightness. * Exposure: you can adjust the brightness of the picture by using this tool. You can adjust the exposure
to make your picture lighter or darker. * White Balance: you can adjust the white balance of an image by dragging the slider to a desired temperature. You can use different temperatures to adjust your camera or to make this tool look better. * Gamma: with this tool you can adjust the gamma of
the picture. * Saturation: you can adjust the saturation of your picture by dragging the slider. With this tool you can change saturation for
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System Requirements For Video Flick:

Mac: OS X 10.7 or later Minimum Mac requirements: Mac Mini (Mid 2007 or later) Mac Pro (Mid 2007 or later) Mac Book Pro (Early 2009 or later) Mac Book (Early 2009 or later) Mac Pro (Early 2009 or later) Linux: (see Linux requisites below for details) Minimum Linux requisites: Ubuntu 16.04 or
later Debian 8.2 or later Minimum Windows requisites: Windows 7 SP
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